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team scenarios to stress-test performance, learn
lessons and if necessary, add to the toolbox and upskill
capabilities. It is equally important that the Executive
and Board are well prepared and have worked-through
scenario-based exercises that put to the test important
mid-incident decision making – for example, when
should staff/customers/media be notified; when is a halt
announced on trading, etc.

The points below are a starting point when considering the
requirements for responding to a cyber-incident. It is not an
exhaustive list, and every organisation will need to adapt
these considerations with respect to their own organisational
structure, risk appetite and capabilities.
It does not detail any requirements in relation to protecting an
organisation from an attack, or around recovery considerations.

The Groundwork

5.

Evidence-Ready: it is a priority that evidence is
preserved during a response, as that information may be
relied on up for future action, such as litigation. There are
strict forensic requirements around information capture,
and it is essential that response members are suitably
qualified to do so. Organisations must be able to prove
that information collected (such as log files recording
what occurred) has not been altered in any way.

6.

Recovery Parameters: although a consideration of
planning and testing, it is critical to call out separately
the need to understand recovery timescales. For
example, if a system needed to be re-built, what is the
time required to pull the backups and complete the
full restore, and is this within acceptable parameters
for the organisation? Additionally, being clear on the
time gaps between last backup and current state is
key to establishing how incident-ready an organisation
is, for example, if an organisation backed up data
every six hours, and an incident occurred at the fifth
hour, that could mean the loss of five-hours’ worth
of information – is this acceptable? If not, backup
regimes need to be adjusted.

7.

Legalities: formal reporting of incidents under sectorspecific or country/region specific regulations must be
known, documented and be a key part of the incident
management plan.

8.

Law Enforcement: knowing if and how local law
enforcement will respond following notification of an
incident is key. They may state it is not within their
jurisdiction, or they may attend on-site and act, which
could be detrimental to the organisation, for example,
confiscating assets. Understanding their modus operandi
is key to making a decision on whether to, or when to,
involve them during an incident.

There are key elements that should be “on-the-shelf” to
ensure that an organisation is response-ready:

1.

People: do you have the right people in the organisation
with the right experience to build-out a response plan,
and be able to action that plan when it is needed? It’s
vitally important that plans are built from experience, and
that people are able to operate under pressure – get
either of these important areas wrong and the situation
will become more dire.

2.

Planning: ensuring there is a response policy and plan in
place is a key imperative. However, it cannot be overprescriptive such that response teams are hampered
and constrained – response coordination needs nimble
thinking and constant pivots. Therefore, an important
element of the plan is to empower those who are in the
trenches – sometimes capability and experience needs
to take a priority over internal structural hierarchies.

3.

Supply Chain: are you aware of the security posture
of your suppliers, especially your key suppliers? It
is essential that you have a continuous and current
understanding of the security profiles of your suppliers,
so that the risk of passing on threats is minimised.

4.

Training and Testing: information (cyber) security is
a business requirement, not just a technical domain. It
is important that all levels of the organisation are ready,
not just from a reporting perspective, but also from
an actions-on one. It is highly recommended that the
technical security teams go beyond the usual security
(penetration) testing regimes and engage in red-blue
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The Response
The following considerations are a guide towards certain
requirements that may need to be considered during a
response (not in any particular order):

1.

Triage: a timely understanding of the extent of the
issue, and what is happening and how the event is
prioritised (priority categories should be included in
the plan mentioned above).

2.

Immediate Actions: what to do now – this may
be to disconnect/shutdown systems to stop the
spread of malware. Be prepared to do on-the-fly risk
assessments and ensure actions can be justified.

3.

Escalation: be able to immediately ascertain if the
incident is escalating and triggering the necessary
next-level requirements from the plan.

4.

Communication: identifying the trigger points of
when information is shared and reported on (see
Legalities above). This may be in relation to external
communication or internal, such as notifying staff or
bringing in the Board. Additionally, it may be to bring
in law enforcement or external help.

5.

Spend: when and how much to commit to an
expense required as part of the incident response.
This may involve engaging a third-party to assist
or spending on an urgent asset to enable the
organisation’s continuity.

6.

Evidence: as detailed above, ensuring that
collection of information is performed in a
forensically-sound manner is very important, and
being able to make calls on this aspect is essential.

7.

Dispersed: not all incidents originated when the
balloon went up. Environments could have been
compromised some time ago, and attacks left
as sleepers, or backdoors installed. Malware,
as an example, which may have lain dormant
could have dispersed into backups and therefore
investigating these and ensuring they are clean is
critical to ensuring a re-infection cannot occur when
information is restored.

8.

Falloff: when to start winding-down. This is not
necessarily a marker that the incident is over, but
a moment when the crisis has been handled and
people on stand-by can stand down. There may be
a lot of work to do, but the initial emergency has
been handled.
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The Stand-Down
9.

Root Cause: an incident cannot be declared
completely over, until it is clearly understood how it
occurred. Identifying the root cause is essential and
may require a formal investigation.

10. Remediation: ensuring the incident does not
recur is an obvious requirement. A full and detailed
assessment is essential to assure the organisation
has addressed all aspects.
11. Formalities: having a primary responsible party to
formally declare the incident closed is important.
They need to be able to understand all involved
aspects and be senior enough to be able to sign-off
on behalf of the organisation.
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Talk to us about support and solutions for your team.
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